Available data at the Department of Finance

- **Reuters Eikon**
  - News and expert insights delivered by 2,500+ journalists around the world
  - Global multi-asset pricing data from 2000 contributing sources
  - Company fundamentals covering 99% of global market cap
  - ESG data covering 70% of global market cap and 400 metrics
  - Indices and industry level data

- **Datstream**
  - VAST ARRAY OF HISTORICAL TIME SERIES CONTENT
    - Bond indices – over 75,000
    - Bonds and Convertibles – over 1.3 million
    - Commodities – 130,000
    - Credit Default Swaps – 82,000
    - Economics Indicators – 4.8 million
    - Equity Indices – 342,000
    - Exchange Rates – over 10,000
    - Interest Rates – 21,000

- **Lipper Tass Hedge Fund Database**
- **Morningstar Direct**
- **Nasdaq Nordic NewsClient, end-of-day transactions and ITCH order flow**
- **M&A + Private Equity Databases**
  - Voitto +, ETLA, CAPITAL IQ, Amadeus, SDC-Platinum

**WRDS**
- AuditAnalytics
- Bank Regulatory
- Blockholders
- Contributed data
- CRSP US Stocks, securities and Mutual Funds
- Compustat and ExecuComp
- DMEF academic data
- Dow Jones data
- Efficient frontier, linking suite, TR 13F Stock Ownership and event study by WRDS
- Fama French and liquidity factors
- FED and Macro Finance Society data
- I/B/E/S containing earnings estimates for US companies
- MFLINKS
- MSCI ESG KLD STATS
- Municipal securities transaction data
- OTC markets end-of-day pricing
- Penn World Tables
- Peters and Taylor Total Q
- Philadelphia Stock Exchange currency options and implied volatility
- Public and Bureau of Economic Analysis data
- SAS visual analytics
- SEC-Mandated Disclosure of Order Execution Statistics
- Thomson Reuters Institutional and Mutual Fund Holdings
- TRACE bond trades and CDBOE VIX

**Library / TUTA currently provides**
- Preqin
- Orbis
- Zephyr
- SNL real estate
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